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It is still my belief that members of a ruling party should not have the opportunity to ask questions
as they will have the opportunity at internal meetings, thus leaving all the allocated time to the
other parties .
As you will observe the SNP nearly always have the majority of questions and supplementaries which
I believe is an orchestrated attempt to reduce the amount of time for the other parties to get their
questions in.
Ideally i would restrict ruling party questions, time for answers of up to 2 minutes, this would
prevent the first minister going on a ramble of a type of lecture and casting up what other parties
achieved in comparison - there cannot ever be comparisons as this requires a like for like situation,
which can never be in this fast changing world.
We should adopt a style like Westminster to avoid time wasting replies which i reckon to be pre planned.
Your early comments would be appreciated
REGARDS
J T MORRIS
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